Genome-wide identification of Cassava Serine/Arginine-Rich proteins: Insights in alternative splicing of pre-mRNAs and respond to abiotic stress.
The serine/arginine-rich (SR) proteins, have an essential role for the splicing of pre-mRNA in eukaryote. Pre-mRNA with introns can be alternative spliced to generate multiple transcripts, thereby increasing the adaptation to the external stress conditions in planta. However, pre-mRNA of SR proteins could also be alternative spliced in different plant tissue and in response to diverse stress treatment, indicating that SR proteins might be involved in regulating plant development and adaptation to environmental changes. We identify and name 18 SR proteins in cassava and systematically study their splicing and transcriptional changes under tissue-specific and abiotic stress conditions. 15 out of 18 SR genes exhibited alternative splicing in the tissues, and 45 transcripts were found from 18 SR genes under normal condition, while 55 transcripts were identified, and 21 transcripts were alternate spliced in some SR genes under salt, suggesting that SR proteins might be participated in the plant adaptation to salt stress. We then found that overexpression of MeSR34 in Arabidopsis enhanced the tolerance to salt stress through maintaining ROS homeostasis and increasing the expression of CBL-CIPK and osmotic stress-related genes. Therefore, our findings highlight the critical role of cassava SR proteins as a regulator of RNA splicing and salt tolerance in planta.